Descriptive Summary

**Title:** Collection of motorcycle run photographs

**Dates:** circa 1965

**Collection Number:** 1999-74

**Creator/Collector:**

**Extent:** 1 folder

**Repository:** GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103

**Abstract:** Collection contains approximately two contact sheet proofs from an anonymous photographer (color 120 mm) taken at a 1960s motorcycle run, probably Badger Flats. Symbols and patches (overlays) establish the presence of members of the Warlocks and the Satyrs (Los Angeles).

**Language of Material:** English

**Access**
Collection is open for research.

**Preferred Citation**
Collection of motorcycle run photographs. GLBT Historical Society

**Scope and Content of Collection**
Collection contains approximately two contact sheet proofs from an anonymous photographer (color 120 mm) taken at a 1960s motorcycle run, probably Badger Flats. Symbols and patches (overlays) establish the presence of members of the Warlocks and the Satyrs (Los Angeles). The source and photographer are unknown.
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